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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Particular aspects of the environment were used as subject
matter in this study because of a personal interest in the
environment, its influences and relationships. This interest lies
in the visual exploration of color, light, texture, and relief.
Certain original art works have been of particular interest and
influence because their creators indicated a concern for color and
light, for texture and relief, for combinations of unusual
materials, and/or for inventive compositions. The works of
1
2
Alberto Burri and Hans Hoffmann were especially impressive.
During the time the study was in a formative stage, attention was
focused on certain Spanish artists, such as Antonio Tapies and
Modesto Cuixart,^ whose works indicate much texture.
Partly as a result of this influence, experimentation on a
personal basis involved the use of different materials for texu

ture. The book by Fisher and Kranz in the understanding of
visual forms was studied and the primary interest in texture grew
to include environmental relief.

There was some research on art

works which had been done during the past fifteen years and led,
historically, to environmental art.
During the period of this study the inspiration of a
course in creative photography enhanced the interest in and
^Alberto Burri Cb. 1915 in Italy) transformed plastic
material into real objects.
2
Hans Hoffmann (b. 1880 in Germany) came to America at the
age of fifty-one imbued with Expressionist tradition which grew
under his tutelage in Eastern United States.
^Tapies (b. 1923) and Cuixart (b. 1924) worked in a manner
similar to that of Alberto Burri.
Ix

Robert Fisher and Stewart Mranz, The Design Continuum
(New York: Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 1959).

2
sensitivity to color, light, texture, and relief; and ao it
appeared that photography could be used as an aid to study the
essential character of particular environments. Photography also
served as an adjunct to painting. The use of a thirty-five
millimeter, single lens reflex, camera permitted exploration and
discovery of particular aspects of the visual environment.
Greater sensitivity and awareness were developed. Some unusual
compositions and studies in color transparencies and black and
white negatives were captured. With the aid of the enlarger it
was possible to set the boundaries of a composition as desired.
Creative methods were employed in experimentation with the
5
enlarger. The possibility to get a detailed point of view with
the enlarger as well as with the close-up lenses on the camera
was fascinating and rewarding.^ Perusal of a personal slide
collection revealed related subject matter, especially aerial
views and close-up views of rock formations along beaches.

The

rock formations indicate small concave and convex areas caused by
corrosion of the sea waters and the habitation of tiny sea
7
animals.
Such formations are natural environmental reliefs as
exemplified in the book by Fisher and Kranz.
The primary objective of the study was to experiment with
and exploit the acrylic polymer paint media in an attempt to
create environments on a flat surface.

The acrylic polymer

paints were combined with other media, a variety of aggregates,
materials, and supports to create low environmental reliefs.
^See photographic examples of Environmental Photography
in the Appendix, pp. 35-36.
^See prints of studies made through photography in the
Appendix, pp. 37-40, which are a few examples of the many slides
taken and the prints made.
7
See prints of slide transparencies in the Appendix,
pp. 41-42.

3
In order to understand the study and its relationship to
environroenta some background material is deemed essential. It is
important to understand historically the birth of environments as
well as the relationship of the artist to his environroant—-the
influence he has as well as the influence the environment has upon
him.

CHAPTER II
THE TERM ENVIRONMENT
Environment is defined as

.. the aggregate of

surrounding things, conditions, or influences, esp. as affecting
the existence or development of someone or something . • .. that
which environs."

(Environs, the verb, defined as that which

forms "... a circle or ring around;" surrounds; envelops.
Environs, the noun, are the "... surrounding parts or districts,
g
as of a city; outskirts; suburbs."X
Therefore, there is an
assemblage of things which in some way affects other things or
beings and envelops them; however, that which envelops is also an
environment, such as suburbs.
Today the word environment has to some extent replaced:
the abstruse term space, referring to illusory space, extended
apace, limitless space, conditioned space, and programmed space.
Sometimes the word is considered Pop and/or avant-garde.^^

To

the non-art oriented individual the word may mean the home or the
office.
Perhaps the first environmental paintings or art works are
those found on pre-historic cave walls. The wall paintings fit
the contours of the natural stone walls which have no boundaries,
in other words frames.

Eventually, paintings were forced into

the confines of boundaries with the development of the horizon
line. The invention of mechanical perspective permitted a threedimensional illusion on a flat surface, which no longer resembled
^Jess Stein and Laurence Urdang (Eds.), The Random House
Dictionarv of the English Language (New York:. Random House, Inc.
1966), p. 4f7.
^Ibid.
^^Harold Rosenberg, "The Art World," The New Yorker,
Vol. 43, October 21, 1967, pp. 189 ff.
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the more organic matter of nature. Here arose the ever-lasting
problem of the seemingly real as opposed to the symbol for the
real. In the Middle Ages the actual raised, gilded, stucco halos,
on painted iconographical figures were controversial. About 1913,
another deviation from accepted practice was the use of collage.
In these early efforts the pasting of papers and other materials
was done very carefully and was kept in check by the conventional
shape of the format.

Cubist constructions, and later Oada and

Surrealist modifications, contributed to breaking down the
barriers of conformity.

After World War II collage and con

struction became exclusive techniques with some artists. Soon
papers in the collage were sticking up and the canvas was being
cut up. Holes in the canvas broke the affinity of the canvas
with the wall. The painting began to have characteristics of a
relief with the addition of wood, straw, and a variety of objects
to the surface.

This made the situation even more perplexing to

the artist as well as the layman.
Much which concerns the environment has happened in the
art and art-connected world since the turn of the Twentieth
Century.

The environment and the artist share equal responsibil

ity for these developments.
the plastic arts themselves.

Acute changes were taking place in
The plastic arts (chiefly painting

and sculpture) were becomiog one steadily. Often two or more of
the plastic arts were being combined into one.

In fact, the word

combine has come into being through the artist, Robert
Rauschenberg (American, born 1925).

His combines and other

varieties of compositions, referred to as Neo-Dada, or Assemblage,
employ a variety of materials, objects, and formats.

Such

compositions depart from the known norm of painting.

Allan

Haprow states"Assemblages may be handled or walked around,
while Environments must be walked into."^^

The principle that

^ Allan Kaprow, Assemblage. Environments & Happenings
(New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., Publishers, 1961}, p. 159.
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controls such works is that of extension.

The materials used in

these art works seem to grow in any direction and into any shape.
The boundaries become the work area which is an environmental
point of departure. Such multiforme point out that the room
itself has always been a frame or format, but today the room is
not a suitable frame or format for many of the present art forms
and expressions. The greater involvement with actual space is
suggestive of architecture, interior design, and sculpture.
Some artists see living space, from dwellings to
metropolitan complexes, as being programmed and governed by
architects, engineers, and community planners who dominate "the
movements, the sensations, and, ultimately, the decisions of
human masses.Albinson and Kent write::
*Two separate forces are at present shaping our future
urban forms. On the one hand are the individual planners,
architects, and visionaries, with their simplistic and
idealized versions of the city of the future; on the other
hand are the hundreds of thousands of designers, technicians,
scientists, and artists who are developing new processes,
new materials, new ideas, and new concepts of living."^3
Brought out are such terms as pedestrian scale, mega-form, Zen,
multi-directional schemes, inhuman scales, massive structures,
disassociation of form from function, Habitat—housing project,
self-contained, self-sufficient structure, "walking city," new
technology, ecological approach, "energy package," "super cube"—
magic box of furniture, flexible roofs and walls, inflatable
Ik
structures, and others.
With such a proliferation of changes
artists cannot help but be influenced.
leads to another.

Change of one condition

For example, recall the impact and

12
Rosenberg, o£_, cit.. p. 155.
^^Ulilliam Albinson and Brian Kent, "Present and Future
Urban Forms," Art Education. Journal of the MAEA, June 1968,
Vol. 21, #6, p. 12.
l^Ibid.. pp. 12 ff.
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disturbance on some painters and critics of the curved walls and
spiral ramp of the relatively new Guggenheim Museum in New York
City.
Sometimes it is difficult to ascertain who is influencing
whom. However, there is no doubt that artists are having an
influence on the environment, inadvertently though it may be.
Those artists who feel the pressures and confines of the studio
room are finding refuge outdoors.

Not being able to wait for the

new architecture they are creating their own environments.

Forms

and formats are becoming more and more irregular. Differentia
tions between disciplines within, or related to, the art field
are becoming more difficult to distinguish as cited earlier.

An

excellent example is the late work of Le Corbusier (born CharlesÈdouard Jeanneret in 1887),, which work has been called "habitable
15
sculpture"
and which seems to parallel organic or cave-like
forms.

An interesting comparison is Le Corbusier's famous

definition of a house as a "machine for living,which defini
tion he made under the inspiration of the Bauhaus (a school of
architecture, painting, and crafts based on a principle of
functionalist and founded just after World War I in 1919 at
Weimar, Germany). The functional environment promulgated at that
time is contrary to Le Corbusier's sculptural environment of
today.
Many of today's younger architects are replacing the
compass and ruler-made forms for the more organic, spontaneous,
and unplanned.

In terms of town planning, the Italian planner

would see this as the natural "impulse to create the sort of cozy
and self-sealing environment which provides the real charms of
17
urban living, . ,
The Italian refers to the "picturesque
15
Kaprow, op. cit.. p. 151
1Ê

——

John Canaday, Mainstreams of Modern Art (New York:
Simon and Schuster, Inc., 1959), p. 547.
17
Ivor De Wolfe, The Italian Townscape (New York;
George Braziller, Inc., 1966), p. 65.

s
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intention" or the "free" plan as products of "natural causas."
He also applies theatrical criteria instead of architectural
criteria in order to allow drama, intrigue, closeness, space,
freedom, seclusion, meditation, discovery, et cetera, to play
parts in the everyday environment.

Carrillo Sitte in his book

The Art of Building Cities stated emphatically that "we
absolutely insist that the straight line and geometrical patterns
19
should not be made the aims of our planning."
That was in
1896Î Reading of such statements, viewing of art works and
advertisements, and listening to related lectures make it
apparent that there is an awareness today for natural order. It
is possible that such thinking has been provoked by such things
as the feeling of impending dangers, as the crucial problems of
population explosions, and as the growing problem of air
pollution.

Man, without realizing it, may be seeking a womb-like

refuge, or cave, for safety or comfort.

This is reflected in the

work of the artist, who by his very nature is acutely sensitive
to that which envelops him. The artist, serving in the role of a
forecaster, may reveal man's future also, even though his message
may not be readily perceptible. Nonetheless, there is no doubt
that the many environments and/or objects in the environments are
concerning many artists in some way today.
"Painting . . . has been . . . the most advanced and
20
experimental of the plastic arts. ..
The closed format or
field and the flat rectangle has been challenged by the
utilization of "gestures, scribblings, large scales with no
frame, which suggest to the observer that both the physical and
l^ibid.. p. 77.
^^Ibid.. p. 43, citing The Art of Building by Carrillo
Sitte, 1896.
20
Haprow, op. cit., p. 149.

g
metaphysical substance of the work continue indefinitely in all
21
directions beyond the canvas,"
Probably in this it was Jackson
Pollock (American, 1912-1956) who was the embodiment of the
American artist's ambition for absolute liberation.

Pollock

often stretched his canvas out on the floor or tacked it onto the
wall. After completion of a work he would stretch and tack the
finished canvas around the back of the stretchers.

Although the

sides of the painting became physical boundaries, the activity in
the painting continued imaginatively and indefinitely.

The sizes

of his canvases contribute to the feeling of continuation and the
mural-scale paintings thereby become environmental.

He ignored

the rectangular field in lieu of the organic continuum going in
all directions.

For Pollock the space became a kind of environ

mental extension in an illusionistic manner. The work became
environmental also by nature of the activity of the body in
painting. Pollock was termed an Action Painter by the critic,
Harold Rosenberg, because- he utilized the involvement of the body
in creating accidents with paint, heavy impastos, other materials
and objects as a means to stimulate compositional ideas.

This

manner of working has contributed to the meaning of environmental
art.

As the practice of Action Painters to be enveloped by their

paintings contributed to the meaning of environments so has the
teaching of Hans Hoffmann contributed to the meaning of
environments.

Hoffmann "urged his students to see the model as
22
being situated in an all active space, ,
and he promulgated
his theory of the push and pull qualities of color in painting.

In order to attain spatial projection or the illusion of space
in a painting, which in a pure sense is flat, color is used.
^^I-bid.. p. 154.
22Rosenberg, op, cit.. p, 190,

10.
Since the human eye is the ultimate receptor of color, "human
vision . . . can be altered optically, physiologically, and
23
psychologically."
Rosenberg says an environment is ^ work that encompasses
the spectator, or gives him the feeling of being encompassed ..
PL

..*

Such a feeling can be provoked not only through the sense

of sight but through the sense of touch. It is possible to see
and to feel the qualities of texture described as follows:
"Texture—the slight animation of a two-dimensional
surface—can be considered as the first actual outward move
ment of form into a spatial environment. It is an active
but not violent meeting of form and space .... One chief
characteristic of texture is its ability, because of its
three-dimensional elements, to catch and model light. A
second major characteristic is its 'manyness' .... many
units of form together. If there are so many of these units
that the eye puts them all together instead of trying to
read them Individually, then a texture occurs . . . . A
third and perhaps the most important feature of texture is
its tactile quality, which by itself should convey a sense
of its subtle three-dimensional character."25
The three-dimensional characteristic is emphasized in a
relief.

The surface of an environmental relief with bumps and

depressions may serve as a dwelling place. The emerging forms do
not dominate nor create a deep relief but interact with the
ground forms independent of scale.

Relief is the transition

between the two-dimensional surface and the three-dimensional
surface, containing elements from both areas of visual form. In
relief, the role of light in modulating the surface is mora im
portant than in texture. Texture and relief create spatial
projection in a physical sense.
23
Fisher and Hranz, op. cit., p. 63
^^Rosenberg, op. cit., p. 189.
^^Fisher and Hranz, d£. cit.. p. 67.
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As yet it seems that there is no definition for
environmental painting per se. From the foregoing it may appear
that environmental painting could have certain characteristics.
In reality the painting is composed of two-dimensional surfaces
which project actual or illuaionistic three-dimensional qualities.
Such a painting may be described as having an object field, being
preoccupied with actual space, having no normal format, contain
ing irregular forms not in relation to the edges of the work,
being of unusually large scale, having no frame, seeming to
continue beyond its physical edges, seeming to continue in the
spectator's imagination, having involved the whole body in the
creation of the work, giving the spectator the feeling of being
encompassed, having been created in the I960.*s. The subject
matter may or may not be concerned with a specific environment
but the work contains characteristics of an environment.
Ralph /£. Smith states that the environment and painting have
26
common elements but they are fundamentally different.

26
Ralph A. Smith, "The Aesthetic Dimension of
Environmental Responsibility," School Arts, 65:20-2, April 1966,
p. 21.

CHAPTER III
REPORT OF THE STUDY
Environmental Painting as used in this study is a com
posite of two-dimensional and three-dimensional painting,
embodying relief, texture, color, and space. Presumably it
includes the space or environment in which the painting exists.
Some of the characteristics of environments as indicated in the
27
previous chapter will be se^ in the paintings
completed in
this study and described as follows:
no

Pavement #1, Synthesis
The support, painting surface, in this case is raw canvas,
pulled and tacked over stretcher bars on the reverse side. A
coat of gesso was applied over the painting surface.

The

aggregates, sawdust and ground walnut shell, were mixed with
modeling paste and clear latex (a binder used in place of
medium).

This mixture was affixed to the gesso surface in an

arbitrary fashion.

There was some idea of a composition but for

the most part the composition grew intuitively, reflecting the
studies of and the reactions to the subject matter.

When the

aggregate mixture was dry a coat of clear latex thinned with
water was applied over the whole surface and the sides and was
allowed to dry.

For the most part painting was done with a brush.

Ground walnut shell was sprinkled over some of the wet surface,
readily adhering to the surface. Some of the paint was wiped
off with a cloth, leaving color imbedded in the deeper parts of
the textural surface.

Glazes of medium and color were applied

27
Prior to doing the paintings noted above, two paintings
were done in watercolor and acrylic as watercolor as part of the
study. See Appendix, pp. 33-34.
28
See illustration, p. 13,

13

Pavement #1, Synthesis (44 3/4" x 63 1/2")
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where desired.

A matte medium was applied over the completed

painting.
Puddles and Mud and Tracks #1. Synthesis
The support of raw canvas was prepared in the same manner
as the foregoing painting.

The exception was that, after the

gesso was dry, a coat of water-thinned clear latex was applied.
A thick mixture of aggregates (sawdust and ground walnut shell)
was applied immediately and arbitrarily. Then impressions were
made with the fingers and the palette knife. Later a coat of the
latex medium was applied and allowed to dry.
process began.

Then the painting

Stages of painting, wiping, glazing, drying, were

repeated in different orders. Different brushes were used, de
pending upon the results desired. For example, because of its
soft quality, a round sable brush was used for glazing smooth
areas. Since so many glazes had been applied over the whole of
the painting it did not seem necessary nor advisable to apply a
finishing varnish.

Actually the acrylic paints are finishing

agents in themselves and it is not mandatory that a varnish be:
used unless desired.
3D
Pavement #2. Mini, Comment on Minimal Art
The support for this painting was untempered masonite
nailed over one inch by two inch pine strips. The rough side of
the masonite was used because it provided more tooth; however,
thinned clear latex was applied to the masonite in order to
retard absorbency.

Later a thin layer of a vinyl multi-purpose

patching compound was applied with one and one-quarter inch and
three inch spatulas over the support top and sides.

Heavy card

board pieces and the palette knife were used for incising and
—
See illustration, p. 15. See detail, p. 16.
^^See illustration, p. 17.

Puddles and Mud and Tracks #1, Synthesis (44 3/4" x 63 1/2")

Detail:

Puddles and Mud and Tracks #1, Synthesis

Pavement #2, Mini, Comment on Minimal Art (36" x 34")
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scraping. The surface was allowed to dry and harden for a few
days and to become tough and waterproof. Several overall coats
of color and glazes were applied.

When the desired field of

color was realized, a darker color was applied, allowed to dry
slightly, and then wiped off, which imbedded the darker color.
Finishing touches of color were added for contrast to the re
cessed areas.

No finishing coat of medium was necessary.

Wall #2, Comment on Assemblage^^
A support of one-quarter inch plywood over one inch by
two inch strips was made.

A coat of thinned clear latex was

appliad over the main surface. Then one-half inch by one and onehalf inch by thirty-six inch strips of lathing were nailed in a
vertical fashion to the plywood.
applied to cut down absorbency.

More thinned clear latex was
Three pieces of sheet metal

were cut into the shapes desired. The painting process than
included an overall painting on the plywood.

Repainting, wiping,

and glazing were repeated until the desired colors and textures
resulted.

The same process, after some hammering and stressing

of the surface, was repeated on the metal pieces.

The metal

pieces were attached to the wood construction. Some finishing
touches of paint were applied.

No finishing varnish was used.

32
Pavement #3, Synthesis. Arborization a.d. 1968
The support and ground in this case were the same as
Pavement #2, Mini.

The difference is that the vinyl patching

compound was applied freely over the masonite with a trowel.
The compound was allowed to run over the edges of the support.
While the compound was wet, dry leaves, branches, weeds, bits of
aged newspaper, and small rocks were imbedded into the compound.
See illustration, p. 19.
32
See illustration, p. 20.

19

Wall #2, Comment on Assemblage (36" x 48")

Pavement #3, Synthesis, Arborization a.d. 1968 (44" x 46")
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Also, the name and date were scratched in, a sidewalk division
was simulated, and hand and foot impressions were made.
pound was allowed to dry thoroughly.

The com

Then several coats Of

polymer medium were applied over the leaves and newspaper debris;
the weeds and branches were pulled off, leaving depressions. The
exposed wooden strips were painted a near-black color. The paint
ing was done in a very Intuitive manmer, utilizing the design of
the trowel marks.

During the painting procedure a coat of white

paint was applied with a Grayer in ordef to accent the textural
qualities.

More painting, wiping down, and glazing toak pièce

in order to create the impression de^rpd. A coat of polymer
medium was applied over the entire surface.
Wall #3, Obliteration^^
The support in this work was untempered masonite over one
inch by two inch pine strips on all four sides.

The rough side

of the masonite was used as the work surface since it provided
more tooth.

Over this the thinned clear latex was applied in

order to retard absorbency.

Later a thin layer of a dry cement

compound mixed with water was applied with a trowel on the top
and sides of the support.
harden for a few days.

The support was allowed to dry and

This resulted in a hard and rough sur

face, Then the surface was given a coat of water-thinned
polymer medium and allowed to dry.

Then a thin coat of white

paint was applied and allowed to dry.

Over this a dark color was

applied and, relatively soon thereafter, wiped off; therefore, it
was possible to utilize both tactile and transparent qualities of
the prepared ground.
with a large brush.

The words MAKE LOUE NOT WAR were painted on
More paint was applied arbitrarily in

different areas, which partially obliterated the words.
Additional paint was applied and then wiped off throughout the
^^See illustration, p, 22,

Wall ^3, Obliteration (25 3/4" x U6")
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process.

No final coat of medium was applied.

Any dust or other

foreign matter which may accumulate on the painting might enhance
the painting because of the nature of the art work.
Aerial #3, Free Plan^^
In this instance the support is untempered masonite over
one inch by two inch pine strips under all four edges. The
smooth side of the masonite was used.

A coat of clear latex was

applied over it to provide better adhesion.

Pre-cut pieces of

canvas were glued with a clear cement of synthetic resin onto the
masonite.

On the remaining top areas and sides a coat of

modeling paste was applied with a palette knife. Same pieces of
non-ferrous metal (cut with a torch) and welding rod were glued
down with the clear cement. Later more modeling paste was
applied.

A coat of thinned polymer medium was put over the dry

surface. Certain areas were painted solidly. Some glazes were
used. Some paint was wiped off of the top surface, leaving paint
in the recessed surface.

In addition, the expérimentation

involved the use of Flo-paque colors, some of which were
metallic. The Flo-paque colors are not water soluble. The
entire painted surface was redone a few times before the desired
results were achieved. Since the Flo-paque paints could be
applied an any type of surface, they adhered to the acrylic base
very well.

One problem was that the Flo-paque colors dried

almost instantaneously upon application.
Junkyard Surface #1. Oil Drum Rock
Twelve-ounce raw canvas was stretched and tacked over one
inch by two inch pine strips. The top and sides of the canvas
support were primed with a white latex paint.

Ground walnut

shell mixed with modeling paste, gel, and clear latex were
See illustration, p, 24, See detail, p. 25.
35
See illustration, p. 27. See detail, p. 28.

Aerial #3, Free Plan (26" x 46")

Detail:

Aerial #3, Free Plan.
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placed onto a few areas of the canvas.

Later sand and gravel

mixed with ground walnut shell, modeling paste, gel, and clear
latex were applied, using an underlayer of clear latex for better
adhesion.

When the surface and aggregate applications were

completely dry a coat of thinned clear latex was applied over
most of the surface.

Modifications were made with more applica

tions of modeling paste, and additional dry ground walnut shell
was sprinkled over some of the wet areas.

From then on painting,

glazing, and wiping took place until the process was completed.
A varnish of thinned polymer medium was applied over the entire
surface a few times during the painting process. Finally, a
plastic fixative was sprayed over the completed painting.
In each of the paintings previously described, the sides
of the support were treated as part of the painting surface
inasmuch as none of the paintings has a frame.

In all cases the

first step in the creative process was the preparation of the
support and surface»# hi 1a

the support was lying on the floor.

For the most part the actual painting was done with the work
leaning against the studio wall. For reasons of accessibility or
technique the painting was done occassionally with the work
lying on the floor.
Different combinations of the media, supports» and methods
of working were related to the specific environments inter
preted as well as to the creation of environments on a flat
surface.

The fact that the subject matter is of fragments of

the environment does not in itself make the art works
environments or environmental.

If this were so, many works of the

great artists of the past could be so termed.

As to the inter

pretation of the subject matter, the paintings were composed
arbitrarily or intuitively in all cases.

However, through the

USB of the camera and by direct contact many studies were made
of specific, similar and dissimilar, environments whose
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Junkyard Surface #1, Oil Drum Rock (42 5/16" x 50 3/8")

Detail:

Junkyard Surface #1, Oil Drum Rock
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characteristics were fixed in the visual memory.

The terra

synthesis in the titles refers to the fact that no one study of
of characteristics was used for interpretation. In some instances,
36
references were made to the transparencies
during the process
of painting.
As to the display of the paintings, the paintings should be
considered as part of the environment, that is the display area,
whBB possible.

Therefore, the paintings should be placed for

purposes of architectural extension or interruption.

The works

may be put on the floor in a suitable place, or on any flat sur
face, or hung from the ceiling.

Prints of some of the transparencies used as inspiration
are in the Appendix, pp. 37-42.

CHAPTER lU
CONCLUSION
The response to the particular aspects of the environment
was in somewhat of a representative manner in the beginning.
However, as the study progressed the response grew steadily
toward the more abstract.

Keeping in mind that the study

engendered the creation of environments through the use of
acrylic paints and aggregates on flat surfaces, the subject
matter and the use of the aggregates became less significant
while color became more significant.
The study, by its very nature, made essential the
preparation of the surface and/or ground for tactile and relief
qualities.

The preparation procedure, as well as the prepared

surface, hindered to some degree a freer spirit of activity in
painting.

However, while waiting for drying to occur on

Pavement #2. Mini, another support for a succeeding painting was
prepared.

From then on a continuous action took place. This

manner of working on more than one painting at a time allowed
fogr more of the freedom desired.
The painting, Wall #2, Comment on Assemblage, as well as
painting, Wall #1, Interior (not illustrated), were valuable for
the experience in painting on such surfaces as wood, plaster,
and metal sheeting and for the experience in constructing
assemblages.

The more successful of the two experiences,

Wall #2, Comment on Assemblage, is included as part of the study
even though the two Wall paintings were not compatible with the
others.
Texture and environmental art remain as personal interests.
However, color and space seem to have superseded texture unless
it is used in a more subtle manner.

At present the thought seems
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to be in the direction of an in-depth study of particular
qualities of environments through photography and personal con
tact in order to arrive at the ultimate awareness of the
quality selected.

This would be followed by in-depth endeavor

in the creation of art forms of an environmental nature. Each
of the works in the foregoing study was a study in itself.

Each

could be a departure point but involve different compositions
using the same materials, paints, and techniques.

Even though

some of the studies here involved three compositions, the works
were quite different, one from the other; therefore, the conclu
sion that each work could be used as a beginning of an in-depth
creative endeavor.
As to the use of the acrylic polymer media, such plastic
media is preferred over other media such as oils. Preference is
established because of qualities in the acrylics such as water
solubility, endurance, adherence, rapid drying, rapid glazing,
lustres, and innocuous odors.

Most important, there seems to be

a great personal satisfaction in the acrylic polymer media.
As far as the subject matter is concerned it is hoped that
the reader-spectator will gain new insight to everyman's world
and experience visual and tactile delights, Roman Uishniac says
\
37
"we see only what we need to see. ..."
but wouldn't there be
a new awareness if everyman would be allowed to see more than
what he needs to see.
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Opinion expressed by Roman Uishniac on a television
program, "The Big Little World of Roman Uishniac," May 29, 1968.

ABPENDIX

Watercolor: Aerial No. 1, Circling First Level (28" x 21")

Acrylic as uJatercolor:

Aerial l\!o. 2 , Sunset (26" x 21")

Environmental Photography:

Black Interior ( 8" x 10")

Environmental Photography:

Around the Bend, No. 2 (9" x 6 " )

Prints of 2" x 2" Slide Transparencies:

Sidewalk Series

Prints of 2" x 2" Slide Transparencies:

Mud and Ulster Series
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Print of 2" x 2" Slide Transparency:. Exterior uiall Series
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Prints of 2" x 2" Slide Transparencies;

Oil Drum Series
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Print of 2" x 2" Slide Transparency:: Aerial Series (at d ODD')

Prints of 2" x 2" Slide Transparencies;.

Rock Series (Sea)
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